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Finding the right kind of insurance can be hard, especially when you own a rare and valuable vehicle 
that has unique insurance needs. 

There are a number of things you should consider when looking for insurance for your special vehicle. 

Make sure the policy has an Agreed Value option. This allows you to include extras such as any work 
that has been done to restore or improve its condition, that wouldn’t usually be considered in a       
standard market value. 

The option of Salvage retention is especially important for owners of veteran, vintage or classic        
vehicles, as this feature allows owners to keep the wreck after an accident as a potential to rebuild or 
a source of parts. Please review conditions of this carefully as with some insurers there is an extra 
cost involved or the vehicle has to be of a certain age. 

Many restorers of veteran, vintage or classic vehicles require cover for vehicles under restoration. 
Make sure your vehicle is covered on and off the road. Other policy features such as choice of re-
pairer are also worth considering. 

The most important thing to remember is to always read your policy documents and weigh up all the 
pros and cons, financial or otherwise,  because only you can decide what cover is best for your        
vehicle. 

NRMA Insurance will take as much care of your classic vehicle as you do. 

 

Our Veteran, Vintage and Classic Vehicle Insurance policy is designed for vehicles used for hobby 
and recreational purposes and includes cover up to the agreed value, faultless excess and retention 
of salvage after an accident (for vehicles manufactured prior to 31/12/1980). 

As a bonus, you may be eligible for NRMA Traveller Care, at no extra cost for vehicles over 15 years 
of age that break down more than 100kms from home within Australia. This gives you extra help if 
you run into problems away from home, and provides accommodation, car rental and an extended 
towing service. Subject to certain conditions. 

Give us a call on 1800 646 605 or visit our website at www.nrma.com.au to discuss your vehicle’s 
insurance needs. 

Veteran, Vintage & Classic Vehicle Insurance 

1800 646 605 
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Contact : Craig Downes - 0409 779 430 or Col Money 0418 696 830 for information on runs and to let them 
know if you might be  going.  If there are ANY runs you might like to go to, PLEASE don’t hesitate to Call Craig 
or Col for info. 

CLUB EVENTS 2015 

 

For more information on how we can help you and your VALIANT, contact Kimm on 4731 6445   

We are at No. 10 Copeland Street Kingswood 2747, or send an email to kruizin@bigpond.net.au  

August   3                  AGM and Election of Committee -Brian Wunsch Centre 128 Avoca Rd Wakeley 8.00PM  
August   1-2 The Wake Run, hosted by Hunter Valley Chrysler Club - Canton Beach Tourist Park 
August   16  CMC Eastern Creek Display – Tickets holders only. Meet inside Eastern Creek. 

Nov        2                    Club Meeting - Brian Wunsch Centre 128 Avoca Rd Wakeley -  8.00 PM 
Nov         29                    Christmas lunch details TBA 

Sept        7  Club Meeting - Brian Wunsch Centre 128 Avoca Rd Wakeley - 8.00 PM  
Sept        13 Vine Cottage Tool Museum -  Castlereagh $12 entry inc Morning Tea  

Dec        7    Club Meeting - Brian Wunsch Centre 128 Avoca Rd Wakeley - 8.00 PM 

Oct          5 Meeting - Brian Wunsch Centre 128 Avoca Rd Wakeley - 8.00 PM 
Oct          10 Bargo School car show and Fete  
Oct          18                   All Chrysler Day – Fairfield Showgrounds Smithfield Road Prairewood.  
           Open for Entrants 7.30 – 9.00 AM.  Assemble at Club Stand. 
Oct      30            
 

 

mailto:kruizin@bigpond.net.au
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                      President’s Message 
      Colin Kenny - Levick 

 

Remember how I said the rally was over and we could get on with other 

things…? Well we have a part two of John & Sue Pulo’s rally adventure. 

Yes, it’s the gift that just keeps giving!  Perhaps I should have the       

picture of me (and my wife!) standing next to the Barris Batmobile on 

P16 as my new profile pic!! Zap, Kapow!! (perhaps not) 

As you may be aware, we hold our annual elections at our August meeting. This year we have had some of our 

executive committee inform me that they will not stand again for election. This could be your chance to join 

the rest of us for all the high jinx and hilarity of running a club. Actually, it really is rewarding. Please come 

along to the next meeting and see what really goes on! 

So what articles are inside? Paul McCurley gives us an insight into his engine rebuild…I was present for much of 

that. I won’t spoil the story. Suffice to say, it now runs like a dream.  He took it to the rally and though it kept 

up with traffic, it ran pretty rough at idle. He made sure all the work was done correctly. Well done Paul. 

Another great article from the guy with arguably the most powerful street legal SV1 in Australia (or at least 

ACT) Mr Bruce “Horsepower” Bull shows the ingenuity of how to extract a few more ponies from his creation. 

Judging by his license plate 62-225 it once had a slant six but now has a 318, so maybe a new plate is needed 

Bruce. 

Colin Money has given us a piece about the run to the Central Coast with the Hunter Valley Chrysler Club. 

Some nice shots of old Mopars. It looks like a good run was had by all. 

I must thank Peter Morthen for a fine quality magazine that he has edited over the past few years. For those 

who don’t know, Peter and Sandie Morthen have served the Club in many ways over many years. Peter is a 

past President, as well as contributing in many other capacities. He will continue as our webmaster and           

co-ordinator of the national R & S Valiant Register, so I don’t care what car you drive Pete - we still have you as 

a Life Member! Thanks for all you have done mate. 

We look forward to bringing you a fine club magazine with a new editor next issue - watch this space. 

 

Colin Kenny-Levick  

President. 
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The Great “S” Rebuild - Almost Done. 
Paul McCurley 

With the engine bay painted and the interior 
refitted, it was time to turn my attention to 
the engine.  With the help of Colin Kenny-
Levick we stripped the engine down to and al-
most a bare block. The only things left in the 
block were the camshaft, pistons and conrods. 
There was no evidence of any scoring of the 
bore, and the main bearings were in good or-
der. After cleaning all the residual grease and 
grime off everything we started to reassemble 
the engine with all new seals and gaskets. I used a Felpro Neoprene 
rubber rear main instead of the old style rope and we reinstalled the 
crank. Then we flipped the engine and fitted the head gasket and 
head, and gradually got all the components fitted back onto the block 
ready for painting. After masking up all the areas that don’t get 
painted in the factory we called it a day. Over the next week I 
cleaned, primed and painted the completed engine assembly, and all 
the ancillaries. Then the remaining parts of the engine were refitted. 

One thing to note is that when buying a 
welch plug kit, the one they give you to fit in 
the rear of the block (camshaft seal) doesn’t 
fit, even though they say it suits an early 
(three welch plug) slant six. The seal that 
does fit is actually a flat disc that hammers in 
and not a cup shaped welch plug.  After reas-
sembling the complete engine we attached 
the transmission and reinstalled it into the 
car as one unit. Then the bonnet went back 
on. It was finally starting to look like a car 
again. 
I then turned my attention to refitting all the 

other bits and pieces that came off, such as 

transmission cables, wiring harness, radiator, 
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horns, battery, grille and surrounds. With everything now refitted it was time to fill up all the fluids and start it 

up. After pouring a little fuel down the carburettor and cranking it over it didn’t want to start, but after pulling 

out the distributor and resetting it back to the correct position the engine fired straight away. After eighteen 

months of lying idle the old girl had life again. Briefly. The exhaust wasn’t sealing on the flange. There was a 

transmission oil leak, and oil was leaking out from the base of the oil filter canister. 

A few nights of investigation and rectification followed. I 

made a new seal for the base of the oil filter canister, and 

fixed the transmission oil leaks. The exhaust was another 

matter. I ended up unbolting the entire exhaust system all 

the way to the tailpipe, and retightened it starting at the 

manifold flange, working my way back and got it to seal. 

Then it was time to take it for a maiden voyage. Consider-

ing how far apart the car had been taken, it ran surprisingly 

well, and there were very few issues to deal with. It still 

wasn’t tuned up properly, the tappets still needed adjust-

ing, but all in all it went nicely. The next Saturday I took the 

car around to Colin’s for some adjustments. We set the 

tappets and timing, discovered another small transmission 

oil leak, and retorqued the transmission oil pan bolts to fix the oil leak. However we couldn’t get the carburettor 

tuned. Every time we turned the idle mixture screw in or out it did nothing. So I drove it home and took the 

carby off to send it away for reconditioning. Colin Money recommended a good carby repairer and I dropped it 

off to him. Three days later I picked up the reconditioned carby and brought it home and refitted it. 

After refitting the carby I took it for another run. It still wasn’t running 100% and was idling badly when 

the transmission was engaged, but time had run out to investigate any further. The transmission pan was also 

still leaking slightly, even after I took it back off, determined the flange was buckled, flattened it out, and put an-

other new gasket on. However the car was drivable and it was time to head off for the National Rally, so I packed 

the boot full of spare parts and tools (as well as eight boxes of Rally goodie bags, four in the boot and four on the 

back seat) and headed off for Norah Head. After arriving at the caravan park and with a wealth of knowledge on 

hand from various owners, we opened the bonnet and did some investigating. Bob Petty was pulling plug leads 

off while the car was idling and determined there was no difference in the idle when number one or number two 

lead was removed. Assuming it was a leaking inlet manifold we retightened it with no difference. So I resolved to 

complete the rally on four cylinders and do some further investigating when I got home. Surprisingly the car 

went extremely well on the freeway, it was just 

when I came to a stop and had to sit idling that 

it was playing up, and that wasn’t even too bad 

if I knocked the transmission back into neutral 

until things got moving again. So this was to be 

the final instalment of the grand engine bay 

rebuild saga, but fate has determined that 

there should be at least one more episode. 

Paul McCurley 

 

 



 

 

And The Search For More Horsepower Continues....... 

By Bruce Bull. 
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Step 2.  Make the engine pipes.   

The left pipe was fairly straight forward, off the headers and under the rack 

and out. The right one not so easy as it had to come off the   headers, down 

between the engine and rack mounts, then get around the steering rack, clear 

the oil lines etc. 

 

 

Step 3.  Make the X pipe.  This is made from two 45° Mandrel bends with the outside edge cut off and welded 

together.  X Pipes are very popular in performance exhausts because they don’t restrict flow between to two 

pipes like the common H style crossover pipe. 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 4.  Make the mufflers fit.  The mufflers are a high performance 

triple flow which means the exhaust gases flow through the muffler 

3 times.  The main benefit here is they give a lot deeper much 

crisper note the straight through mufflers and help keep the deci-

bels under that dreaded 96 DB limit.  The downfall is they are 

slightly bigger. 
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Step 5. Making the tail pipes.  We opted to go under the diff for two reasons. 

1. There is not a real lot of room over the diff for 2.5”. They will fit but it’s tight  

2. It’s just easier and there is plenty of clearance. We also made a small modification to the rear beaver 

panel to get pipes up just a little bit more and finished them off with a set 3” chrome tips 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Was it worth all the work ? – Yes, It sounds sweeeeeet. A lovely deep rumble at idle and it does not drone at 
cruising speed.  I reckon there is also a noticeable power increase but that will be confirmed when we get it on 
the dyno again.  Without doing anything else the system should give me another 15 to 20 HP.  The goal is 300 
RWHP and there is absolutely no reason this whole package should not deliver that and still be a very pleasant 
car to drive. 
 
Cheers 

Bruce 
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National Motoring Heritage Day 

Run to Motorlife Museum, Kembla Grange. May 17th. (Sue Pulo) 

Just a short note on the Club Run to the Motorlife Museum, with a few photos. 
 
It was National Motoring Heritage Day and we met for a combined run with the Chrysler Restorers' Club at 
Curry Reserve at Camden and then drove down to the MotorLife Museum at Kembla Grange.  We’ve had the 
occasional trip down that way over the years, but it's improved since we were last there, and it was interesting 
talking to their members about how the museum is progressing. The museum itself is all about preserving a bit 
of   motoring history (fitting on Motoring Heritage Day), and it contains various cars, bikes and commercial   
vehicles from all periods as well as a lot of motoring 
memorabilia. 
It was great weather for getting out an old chariot, 
and   going for a nice long drive. Our Club Members 
who attended were - 
Col Money and his son, Darren 
Paul McCurley 
Barrie & Lorna Osborn 
Charlie Dimech & Bev Mullins 
John & Sue Pulo 

Sue Pulo 
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The 6th National Rally - Part 2         
By John & Sue Pulo 

Planning for the Rally started ages ago - in fact one could say 

years ago - but to be more specific, on the THURSDAY  morning 

the Committee was still doing last minute organising before  

Registration and the Meet & Greet Dinner at Sporties that      

afternoon. Because everyone was asked to drive their car there 

that night, the Rally Men were  positioned near the Entry    

showing the way, and people were even stopping to have their 

photo taken with these little “Rally Men”. Parking for the night 

was on the grassed area out the back of Sporties, lining up all   

13-R's to the left of the gate, with all 24 “S” models off to the 

right with a sole 1962 Dodge Lancer.  

Entrants were given their Rally Bags and the opportunity to buy raffle tickets from Jan Nicklin and her helpers. People 

enjoyed their meals that night, with everyone appreciating how much they had to eat – sounds like a real success story 

so far. 

FRIDAY - today we headed off to Fighter-

world, Cafe Fighterworld and Fort 

Scratchley, backtracking all the way back 

from Norah Head to the M1 and turning 

Right there and heading North. Following 

the M1 all the way to the end, and with a 

few turns here and there, we made it to 

Tomago / Cabbage Tree Rd leading us into 

Nelson Bay Rd, and into Fighterworld where 

all their staff were ready and waiting for us 

to arrive and directing the cars to a special 

grassed area. 

Lunch at Cafe Fighterworld was good, and the air conditioning made it even better as it was a hot day. Even I had to turn 

the air conditioning ( by winding the         

windows down )!  

We had a long time to look around all the 

planes, even went out to see if the F/A 18's 

were flying around, unfortunately not this 

time. 
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Slowly but surely we all headed off to Fort Scratchley, working 

down Nelson Bay Rd and going over Stockton Bridge along the 

Coal Loaders area. We finally made our way along the foreshores 

of Newcastle before finishing up on the main      parade ground at 

Fort Scratchley. Claire McCurley managed to get lots of entrants 

to stand in the hot sun near the cars for a group photo and took 

heaps of photos of this memorable location.  

Sue and I did the Tunnel Tour that day and found it most           

interesting - but we tend to like that type of thing. That evening 

we saw everyone back at Sporties for our evening dinner, to finish 

the night off.   
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SATURDAY  

“The Show and Shine Day” at Memorial 

Park, The Entrance. I have to say the 

“Information Centre People” did an          

absolutely brilliant job of setting out the 

park grounds in relation to the Farmers   

Market, and gave us all the room we needed 

to display our cars. 

Our day started nice and easy with Peter, 

the Information Centre manager, agreeing 

to open the main gate from Marine Drive 

into Memorial Park, meaning cars could 

come straight in pointing in the right direc-

tion, and park where we wanted. The Information Centre staff removed the bollards and directed our cars in from the 

road, and our club had the required 8 people in fluoro vests to walk the cars across the pedestrian walkway onto the 

grassed area for parking. We managed to reverse park all the R Series near the water, and all the S Series were parked 

facing them in the main grassed area.  This made it easier for entrants to make their selections when judging the best 

cars in each category.  The voting for the 

Rally Trophies was all done by “Entrants 

Choice Voting”, which the Committee 

thought was the best way to go. Amazingly, 

the rain held off for the day and our only 

weather problem was the very strong 

winds, especially near the shoreline. 
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Saturday Night was our Presentation Dinner at Magenta 

Shores. The Committee arrived early at Magenta Shores to 

check out the setting up of the tables and to put out all the 

Trophies and Raffle Prizes, and find a special place to hang 

Lenette Sullivan's handmade “S” Series Rug. It’s a good 

thing too, because the  people started turning up early as 

well. 

The tables were designed to have a “red, white & blue” 

theme, with Jan Nicklin supplying red & blue Serviettes, as 

well as a fancy red box of assorted goodies for the prize 

winner on each table. There was also a blue envelope    

containing the numbers 1 to 10, for the raffle of the individ-

ual table prizes.  

The Little Table Men were used to show table numbers, and 

later in the night they were sold, with all monies going to 

the club. As for the Big Rally Men, all four were Auctioned 

successfully, also raising funds for the Club. 

The table placemats provided a talking point, not to      

mention being a hit, with people running around trying to 

swap others for what they had in order to get one of their 

own car. A coaster was also supplied for each person.  

 

Valiant Badges were used for the 

coaster designs and as     another 

memento of the Rally, for en-

trants to take home. 

Formalities on the night included 

the drawing of the raffles,      

presentation of the trophies and 

the handing over of the organis-

ing for the 7th National Rally to 

the South Australian Club. 

Chistine & Ziggy Osiadacz 

Liz Greig 

- Winner 

 

Spot the BIG RALLY MEN...... 
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SUNDAY - The Final Rally Day.  

Today we were off to “Lost in the 50's” Car Museum, again 

backtracking to the M1 Motorway turning right and heading 

North, exiting at the Cardiff turnoff, with only a couple of K's to 

go. This time we didn't have the weather on our side and had to 

contend with bucketing rain on the Expressway, making        

visibility a problem. We were fortunate that the rain stopped 

before we needed to park the cars. 

Upon arriving there we were quickly overwhelmed with the 

amount of people there already, but this is nothing compared 

to when you walk in, it's absolutely magic and warrants at least 

a couple of hours of looking around. 

When the committee members first came up to check-out the museum we liked it very much, but when I came back on 

the Rally I then thought it was the atmosphere of having lots of people around to give it life, so to speak. When we left 

there I think the Rally was then officially finished. 

Special thanks to everyone who made the 6th National Rally such an enjoyable event - 

All The Entrants - All The Helpers - The Sponsors -The Venues - The Rally Committee 
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6th National Rally Trophy Winners 

RV1 Authentic 

1st - Entrant number  10  - Tom & Liz Curtis - WA 

2nd - Entrant number  13  - Mike Sidney - NSW 

3rd - Entrant number  42  - David & Margaret Hanrahan - NSW 

RV1 Modified 

1st - Entrant number  4  - Col & Pamela Money - NSW 

2nd - Entrant number  38  - Donald & Sheila Feast - SA 

3rd - Entrant number  47  - John & Lenette Sullivan - NSW 

SV1 Authentic 

1st - Entrant number  23  - Ken & Gloria Spurling - WA 

2nd - Entrant number  2  - Warwick & Jan Nicklin – NSW  

3rd - Entrant number  24  - Bob & Doreen Petty - NSW 

SV1 Modified 

Ist - Entrant number  35  - Bruce Bull - ACT 

2nd - Entrant number  43  - Ziggy & Christine Osiadacz - NSW 

3rd - Entrant number  7  - Paul & Janet Devine - NSW 

Imported 

1st - Entrant number  19  - Peter & Michelle Flavelle - Vic 

2nd - Entrant number  20  - Tom & Bridget Howard - WA 

Hard Luck Story    - Entrant number 44. Ashley Farrow & Margaret Edwards - SA 

Longest distance travelled  - Entrant number 14 - Mal & Sandy Trull - NT 

A Word From The Outgoing Editor 

G’day everyone, 

Just thought I should probably “sign off” as Editor with a bit of waffle. I’ve whinged in the past that 

doing the mag was a little hard considering I don’t have a 62 Val anymore, and that’s pretty much 

on the money. Sure, the articles you read aren’t specifically from me, but I just find it hard these 

days to get motivated and it really should be done by someone with a keen interest. Ask me to pen       

something about 1971 Dodge Chargers, and I’m there - but R&S Vals.......I’m just going through the 

motions putting the mag together these days, and I don’t think that’s good. 

To whoever takes over the job I obviously wish them luck, but to be truthful, the one thing that makes being Editor 

worthwhile is INPUT FROM MEMBERS. I know many of you think you don’t have the writing flair to pen something for 

the mag, and you don’t realise how wrong you are and how much it takes away from this being a really good read for all 

members. People actually are interested in those few bits you found at a swap, or that new polish you tried, or that rusty 

wreck you bought, that will someday be worth a goldmine (apparently). It’s wrong to think that the Editor will just     

naturally throw something together because that’s their job. It doesn’t work like that. Were it not for the handful of 

regular contributors this mag would be boring as hell.  So please.....when you go on that next run, or take some pics of 

your car or......anything.....consider dropping a message to the Editor.  It’s a tough job when no-one helps. And to new 

members, take the initiative - let us all see a pic of your car and a story of what you’re doing with it, where you got it etc. 

Many, many thanks to all those that have contributed and helped me over the years. Without your stories of work done 

on your cars, run reports and handy hints, the magazine would be nothing more than a handful of blank paper. 

PETER MORTHEN. 
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Joint Run With Hunter Valley Chrysler Club. 

 

The trusty McDonalds at Thornleigh was 
the meeting place for this combined run 
with the Hunter Valley Chrysler Club 
( H.V.C.C ),  with a “take off “ time of 
9:00 am. 

Our Club had 5 cars at Macca’s - Bobby 
Thompson’s “S”, Bobby Nix in the V8 
“S”, Tony and Mary Borg in the black 
“R”, Lou Athan and myself and Pam in 
the old “R”. Unfortunately when we left 
there, Lou had to leave us at the       
Gosford turn-off due to other family commitments he had on the day. The rest of us cruised onto Ourimbah, 
where we caught up with Kathryn Williams and her young daughter Kiala, and not long after the cars from the 
Hunter Club began to roll in. 

We all went for a bit of a combined cruise, stopping at some cafe along the way (that I can’t remember the  
location of ) and eventually met up with Charlie Dimech and Bev Mullins who joined us for some lunch and 
heaps of banter. 

In short, the weather was great for a drive and in total we had a turnout of 18 cars in total - of which 7 were 
R&S Club cars. Thanks to the HVCC for joining us on the day - much appreciated. 

 

Regards, 

Colin Money 
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LYNX Manifolds back on the market. 

We have it on good authority, from Mr. Money, that Lynx      

manifolds are once again producing quality manifolds for old 

Chariots like the ones we drive. 

Apparently the original owner of Lynx stopped business for a 

while, but his son decided to start it up again and bring Dad back 

to start producing the well known brands parts, including selling-

various ignition items and more. 

Apologies for the “flyer”, but at the time of print it was the best I 

could do. You can contact LYNX with any enquiries at their new 

address of : 

LYNX CORP., 

12 Bonnal Road, Erina, NSW. 

Telephone - 02 4367 0522 

Email -  

sales@lynxcorp.com.au 

Website - www.lynxcorp.com.au 

FOR SALE - S Series Valiant 
Same family car since 1965.  

My grandfather went into town, and came home with the new car without 

telling anyone of his plans. It was purchased from a dealer in Bombala 

NSW with the rego number CTB 040.  

He had the car until his passing  in the late 1980’s. At that time the car 

went to my father who lived at 77 Avoca Rd Canley Heights. Dad had the 

car taken back to bare metal and re-sprayed at Boxall Smash Repairs in 

Toongabbie in 1991. To my recollection, the car has never been in an     

accident and has a genuine 120000 miles on the clock. It is a matching 

number vehicle, with the engine having never been touched. The car has a 

manual transmission and is rust free.  

I have recently overhauled the carby and serviced the car, at that time    

replacing the following - fuel pump, auto choke mechanism, spark plugs, 

HT leads, coil and electronic dizzy. There are a few water stains and marks 

on the paint although it does present pretty well when cleaned and        

polished.  

 

Asking : $17,000 

 

If you need any further information or if I can be of any further assistance 

please call my mobile 0431 469 318. 

 

Regards, 

Laurie Phillips 
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Club Spare Parts In Stock. 

Anyone interested in purchasing or enquiring about Club Spares should contact Colin Money on 0418 696830. 

NEW     Reproduction pushbuttons for your automatic and heater buttons. These 

are the outer white  plastic covers that are on your pushbuttons. Don’t put up with 

cruddy, crumbling, cracked and yellowing      buttons anymore.....give Col a ring and get 

some new ones. 

NEW   Inner dome light cover ( for the interior ).  

Inner and outer speedo cables—complete. 

Front park / indicator lenses to suit R and S Series. 

Rear tail light lenses to suit both R and S Series. 

Club Grille ornaments / badges. 

Gasket sets to suit manual gearbox. 

Gasket set for automatic transmission ( for oil change ) 

“Valiant” badges and Torqueflite badges. 

 

 

Various Parts for Sale ( NOT CLUB STOCK ) 

The following parts are for sale from Colin Money ( so you know it must be decent, right ?). 

They are all reconditioned with no rust and undercoated ready for colour. 

2 x “ S “ front guards.    

1 x “S “ boot lid complete.   

“ S “ lower front apron  ( 3 sections ). 

NEW OLD STOCK  ITEMS -  

1  N/S  rear door shell.    1  N/S rear door skin.   1  O/S  front  door skin. 

Will  deliver local area only. 

Please don’t expect these to be dirt cheap.......they are quality items. 

Contact Col - 0418 696830 
 

HELP NEEDED........... 

Hi all.....I’m  compiling a photo DVD of the R&S Nationals with a sound track from 1962. 

I have found I'm short of photo's mainly of the Sunday show. I would be interested in any photos people want 

to share and will gladly give credit for any contribution. The aim is to have at least one photo of every car     

attending. Images can be sent to baldrickm@optusnet.com.au and need to be around 1024x683.  

Please contact first with details so I don't end up with too much....thanks, Marty Stanton 

mailto:baldrickm@optusnet.com.au
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For Sale - S Series Valiant 

 

Remember how I said the rally was over and we could get on with other things…? Well we have a 

part two of John & Sue Pulo’s rally adventure. Yes, it’s the gift that just keeps giving!  Perhaps I 

should have the picture of me (and my wife!) standing next to the Barris Batmobile on P16 as my 

new profile pic!! Zap, Kapow!! (perhaps not) 

As you may be aware, we hold our annual elections at our August meeting. This year we have had 

some of our executive committee inform me that they will not stand again for election. This could 

be your chance to join the rest of us for all the high jinx and hilarity of running a club. Actually, it 

really is rewarding. Please come along to the next meeting and see what really goes on! 

So what articles are inside? Paul McCurley gives us an insight into his engine rebuild…I was present 

for much of that. I won’t spoil the story. Suffice to say, it now runs like a dream.  He took it to the 

rally and though it kept up with traffic, it ran pretty rough at idle. He made sure all the work was 

done correctly. Well done Paul. 

Another great article from the guy with arguably the most powerful street legal SV1 in Australia (or 

at least ACT) Mr Bruce “Horsepower” Bull shows the ingenuity of how to extract a few more ponies 

from his creation. Judging by his license plate 62-225 it once had a slant six but now has a 318, so 

maybe a new plate is needed Bruce. 

 
 

jgfhjfghjnjxgfnbjfgnbjfngbnbnjgfnbfgn 

SHIRTS 
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Minutes - General Meeting – 4th May, 2015 

Meeting Opened:   8:09 pm chaired by Colin Kenny-Levick 

Members Present:  Colin Kenny-Levick, Paul McCurley, John & Sue Pulo, Ray Scott, Bob Thompsen, Bob Nix, David Smith, 
Charles Dimech and Warwick & Jan Nicklin  

Apologies:  Peter Morthen, Colin Money, Kostas Mihail and Craig Downes 

Minutes 06/04/15: Minutes of the previous meeting were read by Paul, accepted on the motion of Bob T, seconded by David 

Treasurer’s Report: Tabled by Warwick showed a credit balance of $12,427.02 at 30/04/15 after income of $4,849.26 and ex-
penses of $1,653.60. 

 (Chq A/C $6,511.79, Term Dep. $5,915.35) 

 A cheque for $1,000.00 has been sent to SA Club as a Rally starter fund. The balance of the National Rally 
account was transferred back to the Club account and the Rally account closed. 

 Accepted on the motion of Paul, seconded by Ray 

Membership Report: Membership stands at 60 plus 4 life members, making a total of 64. 

 New members Cindy Poore from Barooga, David and Margaret Hanrahan from Vacy, and Terry Hughes 
from Newcastle 

Correspondence In:  New membership application from David Hanrahan 

 Cheque for $78.75 from Queensland R & S Club paying invoice 71 

    Receipt from Australia Post for $115.00 for post office box rental 

 Tax Invoice from Brian Wunsch Centre for $74.40 for meeting room hire April-June 2015 

 Rally thank you letter from Jennifer Sadler of the Qld R & S Club 

    Shannons Melbourne Auction 4th May 2015 

 Matters of the Mount newsletter from National Motor Racing Museum at Bathurst  

Magazines In:   R & S Club of Victoria – April 2015, R & S Club of SA – April 2015,Chrysler Restorers' Club – April 2015 

 Dodge Owners' Club – January/February/March 2015  

Corres. Out:  Welcome letters to new members, Letter and Cheque to SA Club 

  Card and flowers to Colin Kenny-Levick after his father passed away 

Editor’s Report: Magazines are ready to print 

C.M.C Report   Eastern Creek Display Day to be heavily publicised. CMC to raffle. CMC to raffle “Rides in cars” as part of the 
    day. Volunteers requested to allow rides. 

ACD Report: Nothing to report 

Events Report: Run to Leura Toy and Train Museum with PT Cruisers club attended by 7 or 8 PT’s and 4 R’s 2 S’s. 

 Next Run 17th May National Motoring Heritage Day run to Motorlife Museum Kembla Grange with Chrysler 
Restorer’s Club. Meet Currie Reserve Camden 9.30 am. 

 14th June – Run to the Old Dairy at Wyong with Hunter Valley Chrysler Club.  

Club Plates: Nothing to report 

Spare Parts: Sales of $934.25 in parts and $14.00 in merchandise for the month (includes sales from the National Rally). 
Spare Rally shirts and caps still available. 

 Victorian Club seeking interest in remaking the entire S Series bootlid trim (instead of just the ring). Also 
looking at making S Series rear eyebrow moulds 

General Business: David Snape from NRMA Classic and Vintage Insurance will visit the meeting next month. 

 Warwick and Bob Nix away next meeting 

Next Meeting: Monday, 1st June 2015 at 8:00 pm    

Meeting Closed: 8.55 pm 
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Minutes - General Meeting – 1st June, 2015 

Meeting Opened:   8:05 pm chaired by Colin Kenny-Levick. 

Members Present:  Colin Kenny-Levick, Col Money, John & Sue Pulo, David Smith,  

 Barrie Osborn, Bob Thomsen, Kostas Mihail & Sonia, Charles Dimech, Tony Borg and George Skondrianos. 

Apologies:  Paul McCurley, Warwick & Jan Nicklin, Craig Downes, Bob Nix, Ray Scott and Peter Morthen 

Minutes 4/5/15: Minutes of the previous meeting were read by Colin, accepted on the motion of John, 2nd by David 

Treasurer’s Report: Warwick will table a report for May and June at the July meeting.   

 Colin advised an opening cheque account balance at 1/5/15 of $8,529.79, deposits during May of $361.31, 

expenses of $970.40, leaving a balance of $7,920.70 plus the term deposit of $5,915.23. 

Membership Report: Colin advised of a new member from the ACT, Chris Bunt & Lee-Ann Hodgins, making a total membership of 

65 (61 plus 4 life members).  

 Col Money has had an enquiry for membership from a WA resident. 

Correspondence In: 2 receipts from Brian Wunsch Centre each for $74.40 for meeting room hire. 

 Form from Roselands Post Office updating people authorised to sign for club mail collection. 

 Letter from SA Club re 6th National Rally and plans for 7th National Rally. 

 Shannons Sydney Auction held 18th May 2015. 

 Tulip Time in Southern Highlands from 15 to 27 September 2015 phone 1300 657 559. 

    Heritage Tours winter packages for Goulburn and Southern Highlands phone 4822 8000  

Magazines In:   R & S Club Vic – May 2015, Albury-Wodonga Chrysler Club – March/April 2015 

   The Preserve (Council of Motor Clubs) (via email) – April 2015  

Corres. Out:   Paul McCurley has posted paperwork to those on historic registration. 

   Colin has sent 3 invoices for 12 months advertising in club magazine from July 2015 to Replacement                 

   Valiant Parts, NRMA Classic Insurance and Automotive Moulding Repairs. 

Editor’s Report: Sue advised that the April-May magazines had been posted to members on 8th May and that Peter needs 
articles for the June-July magazine. 

CMC Report:   At the CMC meeting on 26th May, Charlie Dimech picked up 12 tickets for Eastern Creek display day on Sun
    day 16th August.  Available to members for $20 each from Col Money.  Charlie said the meeting discussed 
    the toughening of rules  for historic registration in Victoria, which are not wanted by the CMC NSW. 

ACD Report: Nothing to report. 

Events Report: Col advised that 5 members had attended the run to the Motorlife Museum on National Motoring Heritage 

Day on 17th May, with the Chrysler Restorers' Club. 

 The next run will be on June 14 with the Hunter Valley Chrysler Club, meeting at McDonald's Thornleigh 

8.30am or Ourimbah at 9.45am. 

 On June 28 there's the Rattle 'n' Hum Show at Castle Hill RSL. 

 Breakfast run on July 12 including Inspection Day for cars on historic registration. 

Spare Parts: Col Money advised sales of $142.50 and gave an update on O rings for fuel tanks, thermostat housings, grey 

plastic speaker grilles, and spark plugs and leads available from Lynx at Erina. 

 Colin asked if a heater hose with pad print would be popular. 

General Business: The letter from the SA Club on National Rallies was read to the meeting. 

Next Meeting: Monday, 6th July 2015 at 8:00 pm    

 

Meeting Closed: 8.45 pm 
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